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Motivation and Contribution
Geometric models [1] and (temporally) attributed DLs [2, 3] are promising tools designed for knowledge graphs. We investigate their compatibility, focusing
on the attributed version of a Horn dialect of the DL-Lite family, DL-LiteHhorn . We adapt the definition of geometric models to attributed DLs, show that
every satisfiable ontology has a convex geometric model, then study the impact of temporal attributes.

(Temporally) Attributed Description Logics [2, 3]
• Attributed description logics bridge the gap between knowledge graphs
and description logics:
annotated assertions + relationships between annotated concepts and roles

{spouse(gabor, ryan)@[start: 1975, end: 1976], spouse@X v spouse−@X}
|= spouse(ryan, gabor)@[start: 1975, end: 1976]

Annotate with specifiers ∼ sets of attribute-value pairs: set variables X ,
closed specifiers [a1 : v1, . . . , an : vn] (specific annotation sets), open spec-
ifiers ba1 : v1, . . . , an : vnc (lower bounds), where ai is an individual name
and vi is either an individual name, an object variable, or an expression of
the form X.a that refers to the set of all values of attribute a in X

• Temporally attributed description logics: enriched with temporal attributes
(time, before, after, until, since, between, during), whose semantics allows
for some temporal reasoning over discrete time

{spouse(gabor, ryan)@[during: [1975, 1976]]}
|= spouse(gabor, ryan)@[time: 1975]

Geometric Models [1]
Search for KG embeddings that can capture ontological knowledge:
- facts which are valid in the embedding are logically consistent and deduc-
tively closed w.r.t. the ontology
- can be used to find plausible missing ontology rules
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1-dimensional geometric model
of {spouse(gabor, ryan),
spouse(x, y)→ spouse(y, x)}

Geometric models of existential rules:
a m-dimensional geometric interpreta-
tion η assigns
- to each k-ary relation R a region
η(R) ⊆ Rk.m

- to each constant or labelled null o a
vector η(o) ∈ Rm

Tuples of individuals are interpreted
using vectors concatenation:
η |= R(o1, . . . , ok) if
η(o1)⊕ · · · ⊕ η(ok) ∈ η(R)
Convex geometric regions capture
quasi-chained rules: B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bn → H such that |(vars(B1) ∪ · · · ∪
vars(Bi−1)) ∩ vars(Bi)| ≤ 1, with vars(B) the variables that occur in B

Geometric Models for (Temporally) Attributed Description Logics
• Geometric models for attributed DLs

Given an integer m and a linear map f , an m-dimensional f -geometric inter-
pretation η assigns
- to each concept name A and ground specifier S a region η(A@S) ⊆ Rm

- to each role name R and ground specifier S a region η(R@S) ⊆ R2·m and
- to each individual name a a vector η(a) ∈ Rm

For all specifiers S, T and concept or role name E, if T is open and the set of
attribute-value pairs in S is a superset of the set of attribute-value pairs in T ,
then η(E@S) ⊆ η(E@T )

Interpretation of ground complex concept or role expressions:
- η(R−@S) = {f(δ, δ′) | f(δ′, δ) ∈ η(R@S)}
- η(¬P ) = R2·m \ η(P )
- η(∃P ) = {δ | ∃δ′, f(δ, δ′) ∈ η(P )}
- η(uni=1Bi) =

⋂n
i=1 η(Bi)

- η(⊥) = ∅

An m-dimensional f -geometric interpretation η satisfies
- a concept assertion A(a)@S, if η(a) ∈ η(A@S)
- a role assertion R(a, b)@S, if f(η(a), η(b)) ∈ η(R@S)
- a ground role inclusion P v Q, if η(P ) ⊆ η(Q)
- a ground concept inclusion uni=1Bi v C, if η(uni=1Bi) ⊆ η(C)

Satisfaction of non-ground concept or role inclusions defined using a stan-
dard interpretation built from the geometric interpretation

Convex geometric interpretation η: for every E, every ground S, every
~v1, ~v2 ∈ η(E@S), and every λ ∈ [0, 1], if ~v1, ~v2 ∈ η(E@S) then
(1− λ)~v1 + λ~v2 ∈ η(E@S)

Theorem : Every satisfiable attributed DL-LiteHhornontology without negative
role inclusions has a convex geometric model.
• Adding time
Convex geometric models may not exist for satisfiable temporally attributed
DL-LiteHhornontologies:

O ={∃R@[during: [1, 2]] v A,∃R@[time: 1] uA v ⊥,
R(a, a)@[time: 1], R(b, b)@[time: 1],

R(a, b)@[time: 2], R(b, a)@[time: 2]}
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Let η be a convex f -geometric model ofO.
Let δ = 0.5η(a)+0.5η(b). By the convex-
ity of η(R@[time: 1]) and η(R@[time: 2]),
we have that

f(δ, δ) ∈ η(R@[time: 1])

and

f(δ, δ) ∈ η(R@[time: 2]).

It follows that η |= R(δ, δ)@[during: [1, 2]] so η |= A(δ). Hence η 6|=
∃R@[time: 1] uA v ⊥. This means that η is not a model of O.

Theorem: Let O be a satisfiable temporally attributed DL-LiteHhornontology
without negative role inclusions and such that
(i) all specifiers attached to a role in O are atemporal, and
(ii) before, after and between do not occur in O.
Then O has a convex geometric model.
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